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Space Bears NFT
Space Bears is an NFT project based on the Vechain Blockchain.

Our main priority is building a strong and friendly community bringing
innovative and fun activities into the ecosystem and giving back to our
supporters.

We started our journey with our Big Bang collection were we
implemented a new concept in VNFT projects. We used a ticket system
and then we delivered our main NFT character (the bear) and the
accessories separately to the holders, so they were able to trade/sell/buy
them individually in order to build their final NFT.

We will continue our journey with our second collection, The Founders, a
PFP project of 4444 pieces with added utilities for the minters/holders.

Do you want to know more? Keep reading!

www.spacebears-nft.com / @SpaceBearsVNFT
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Our first collection, Big Bang

The Big Bang collection is the phase 1 of our project and consists of 100
unique NFTs that were minted and sold out the 20th of May on World of V
marketplace. In this collection, we implemented a new system never used
before in VeChain NFTs.

How it worked?

100 tickets were available for buying, after the sold out (around 1 hour),
each ticket owner received 1 random bear and 5 random accessories.

Then, the customization aftermarket started and the owners could
sell/buy/trade their bears and accessories on the marketplace by separate,
giving them the freedom to get their final pieces in order to create the
Space Bear of their wishes. Once the owners had their pieces we created
the final piece for them.

This collection was supported with collabs with other vechain NFT projects
and with our special auctions; we created 10 auctions for the most
exclusive accessories of the collection, so the holders had another chance
to get one of them.

You can see the final pieces of the Big Bang collection here:

https://worldofv.art/collection/996725a1-e82d-440b-9fe5-f79f3e90d051

Roadmap - Q1 to Q3 2022

- Project Release
- Twitter Launch
- Clans Storytelling
- Community Building
- Discord Launch
- Community giveaways
- Web page launch

https://worldofv.art/collection/996725a1-e82d-440b-9fe5-f79f3e90d051
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Big Bang Collection
Launched and sold out on May 20th, consisted of 100 NFTs that the owners
were able to customize as the traits and the bears were airdropped
separately.

Tickets sale
100 tickets are sold at World of V Marketplace.

NFT delivery
100 Space Bears and 500 accessories are airdropped to ticket owners. Each
Space Bear received 5 random accessories.

Customization Market
The owners can sell/buy/exchange their Space Bears and accessories on
the Marketplace.

Special auction of accessories
We had a special auction for some of our most exclusive accessories.

NFT Assembly
The owners needed to contact our team and send their Space Bear/s and
accessories to the team wallet.

Last step of Phase 1
The final NFTs were assembled, minted and sent to the owners.
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Transition from Big Bang to The Founders collection

The phase 2 of our project is an extension of our phase 1, for that reason our
first collection, Big Bang, will be integrated in our 2nd collection.

What does it mean for the holders and how will it work?

To make it simple, this basically means that all the NFTs of our first
collection will be represented in our second one. For this process, every
holder of our first collection will need to send us their final Big Bang Space
Bear. Once received by the team, we will burn it and then we will send
back to them the same Space Bear but from the 2nd collection (this last
step will happen after the mint day, more details and instructions will
follow on our social media channels).

As part of the transition and to reward the holders of our first collection,
they will have the following rewards:

● Each Big Bang collection minter*, will receive 2 free NFT (not
acumulable with the holder free NFT)

● Top 3 ranked NFTs holders, will receive 2 extra NFT**

● Top 4 to 10 ranked NFTs holders, will receive 1 extra NFT**

● Big Bang collection holders will receive 1 free NFT for each NFT they
hold***

● For every 5 NFTs you hold, you receive 1 extra***

* Minter wallets will be rewarded with 2 NFTs independently of the number of NFTs they
minted,  that means if you minted 1  you will receive 2, if you minted 2, you’ll receive also 2

** These two points will not be based on the snapshot, if the owner send us the Space
Bear to make the transition then we will deliver the same Space Bear on the 2nd
collection plus 1 or 2 extra NFT depending of the ranking

*** We will use a snapshot to see the holders at a certain point of time
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Let’s see  some examples to make it easier to understand:

- You minted 1,2,3… Space Bears and then you sold them after or
before the snapshot → You will receive 2 free NFTs on the wallet you
used for minting

- You minted 1 Space Bear and you hold it → You will receive 2 free NFTs
for minting and you will have the option to transition the NFT to the
2 collection, so you will have 3 at the end (snapshot is not relevant for
this case of users)

- You bought one final Space Bear on the aftermarket before the
snapshot & you hold it when the snapshot happens → You will receive
1 free NFT and you will also have the option to transition the NFT to
the 2 collection, so you will have 2 at the end

- You bought one final Space Bear on the aftermarket after the
snapshot → You will have the option transition the NFT to the 2
collection but you will not receive any free NFT

In any of the cases above, if you make the transition of your NFT to the 2nd
collection and this particular NFT is between rank 1 and 3, you will receive 2
extra free NFTs, and if it’s between rank 4 and 10 (included) you will receive
1 extra free NFT.

Note: All the benefits above apply to all the holders that builded their Bear
before the 31st of August.
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Our second collection, The Founders

To continue the journey of the Space Bears project we are bringing our
second collection, The Founders, that will consist of 4444 NFTs (including
unique icons) hand-drawn & minted VNFTs on World of V marketplace.

As mentioned previously, this 2nd collection will absorb the Big Bang
collection, meaning the clans and the attributes will be present, but new
clans and attributes will be added to the collection, in total more than 140
different attributes that will make this collection unique.

Roadmap

Our project does not end on mint day, on the contrary, after the sold out, it
will be the beginning of a series of activities.

The main goal will be to reward the holders for their investment and trust
in us as well as continue the next steps of the project.

Q3 2022

Purchase of 5 MVA
5 MVA were purchased in order to have a project plot in Mad V Apes
Madcity.

The Founders announcement
Public introduction of our new collection to the community.

Community building & growing
The community is one of the most important things in a NFT project, for
this reason we will carry out different activities to make our community
grow like invite contests, giveaways, poker & other online games, Twitter
Spaces…
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Collaborations
NFTs projects joining forces will be stronger, for that reason we will
collaborate with NFT projects in order to grow our communities together.

Most of our uniques will represent another VNFT project and their minters
will have several rewards as one airdrop of the NFT collection that the
unique represents, one random Space Bear & the price of the mint back.

Team expand
Consolidation of the team as well as new media mods organization.

Website upgrade
The website will be updated to incorporate all the information about the
new collection.

2023

The Founders mint
4444 randomly generated Space Bears will be minted. (Integration of Big
Bang inside The Founders)

Staking
The staking pool will be filled with 10% of the mint.

DAO
DAO wallet will be funded after the mint with VET. The community will
have the power to determine where these funds must be invested.

Liquidity pool participation
A percentage of the mint will be added in different liquidity pools to
generate passive income. The generated funds will be used for several
purposes as funding the DAO or reward our holders.

Seasonal activities
We will carry out different activities to reward the holders, as an example,
the first holder to collect X traits of a kind, will achieve an unique NFT.

VeChain VNFT ecosystem investment
What better way to support the VNFT ecosystem than by investing in it?
Space Bears VNFT will invest and participate in VeChain NFTs projects.
Also, we will put these NFTs in staking (when possible) in order to refill the
staking pool.
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Cross-Chain
Space Bears will be bridged and available in other blockchains.

Exclusive games and raffles for holders
We want the community to stay together and what better way to do that
than organizing games and raffles only for our holders.

IRL Utility?
How great would it be that holding a Space Bear would have benefits in
real life.

Space Bears new collection presentation and sneak peeks
Are Space Bears alone in the galaxy?

And more to come!

- Website update
- Space Bears new collection launch
- Merchandise exclusive for holders
- Breeding? Mutants? Space Bears upgrade? Metaverse land

purchase?

The team and community will decide what is the best when the moment
comes.

Last words

If you arrived at this point, first of all, thanks for the interest in our project,
please if you have any question don’t hesitate to send us a message on our
socials, we will be more than happy to answer.

WEBSITE → spacebears-nft.com
TWITTER → twitter.com/SpaceBearsVNFT
DISCORD → discord.gg/cNYKzrFAWP

To infinity and beyond!
The Space Bears team.

https://spacebears-nft.com/
https://twitter.com/SpaceBearsVNFT
http://discord.gg/cNYKzrFAWP
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